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TTR A Year in Review 2018: 

 

I want to begin by expressing my sincere gratitude for your support of Transformation to Recovery. As you will see 

in this report, God has been doing incredible things far beyond what we could have imagined through this 

ministry. Your support at such a crucial stage has been a significant blessing and an eternal investment. Thank you 

for partnering with us as we bring the light of the Gospel to the darkness of addiction. 

 

 

What happened in the Project? 

 

Transformation to Recovery (TTR) has established 4 key pillars of ministry, each designed to engage, support, and 

disciple men and women who are wrestling with addiction. We provide these services to individuals, families, 

organizations, and the community at large regardless of their ability to pay, ethnicity, race, gender, age and/or 

sexual orientation. 

 

Weekly Recovery & Support Meetings 

6 weekly/bi-weekly on-site support groups run in partnership with other recovery organizations or facilitated by 

TTR’s own professional staff/volunteers. These include 2 Narcotics Anonymous meetings, 1 Emotions Anonymous 

meeting, 1 gambling support group called ‘Gambling Outside the Box,’ our flagship ‘New Life Recovery Meeting,’ 
and finally a bi-weekly group for family members affected by a loved one’s addiction. Altogether these regular 

meetings bring over 100+ people into our church per week. 

 

Educational Programs 

Workshops and other events such as our Life Skills & Financial Classes and GED trainings designed to rebuild lives 

and equip people with skills to help those in addiction. We do not only want to engage those in addiction, but also 

equip churches, families, and individuals to care for those who are struggling. We conduct a series of regular 

trainings covering a multitude of topics including: (1) the science of addiction, (2) understanding addiction 

recovery from a biblical perspective, (3) counseling and motivational interviewing training, (4) Narcan 

Administration training, (5) and domestic violence engagement. Over 200 people participated in these programs 

this past year. With a pressing demand for more, we are launching a full-scale workshop to bring to local churches 

to equip them with the knowledge and tools to care for members battling addiction in their own communities. 
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Individual Counseling and Referral Services 

Confidential sessions with a Certified Recovery Specialist (CRS) to create an individualized recovery plan and to 

refer men and women to external recovery supports such as detox, rehab, etc. when necessary. This year we have 

counseled and referred services for 42 men and women. 

 

A Residential Program for Men 

A comprehensive discipleship program at our 10-bed recovery home known as “Hope House” designed to meet 

the individual needs of those seeking transformation through Christ, help them transition back into the 

community, and integrate them into the life and community of the local church. We do this through a mandatory 

curriculum that includes daily morning devotions, mid-morning community service, and weekly biblical 

trainings/bible studies covering various topics relative to spiritual growth and sanctification. Every man is actively 

involved in our partner church, Christ Church South Philly by attending Sunday Service, participating in small 

groups, and serving in some capacity on-site. The house functions on a 90-day schedule, with each resident 

having their own individual recovery plan. At the end of 90-days they are reassessed and will either graduate and 

transition back to the community or they will commit to another 90-days. Once the men are in the house and 

start working on their goals, they are approved to participate in our Life Skills & Financial Literacy program to 

teach and encourage them to re-enter the community working towards a career and/or further ministry 

depending on God’s direction. Last year we have had 23 men stay at Hope House with 11 men graduating from 

the program and 10 currently enrolled. The average stay at Hope House is 6 months. 

 

 

What mistakes or changes were made and why? 

 

Overfilled Calendar 

Originally our calendar for Hope House men consisted of meetings every night of the week. We found that this 

did not allow them enough time to decompress and was not conducive to fostering free time for them to develop 

relationships with those in our church. We have since pulled back and now give them two nights off per week. 

 

Lack of Peer Mentoring Training 

Every man in Hope House is assigned a peer mentor from Christ Church South Philly. However, we did not train an 

adequate amount of mentors and so the current load for each mentor was too high. We are currently in the 

process of editing our training program and recruiting members of the church to be trained as peer mentors. We 

now see the need to do this on a rolling basis, so that we always have a wide variety of mentors available. 

 

Better Time Management 

The needs to address recovery support services are endless as are the opportunities to get involved. Originally we 

took on too many opportunities with coalitions and collaborators and were running the risk of burning out, as well 

as, being taken off mission. We have since had to pull back and engage in a more thorough vetting process before 

we commit to engaging in an opportunity. This vetting process now includes giving monthly reports to our board 

and weekly meetings with our lead pastor.  
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How did the project impact your congregation? 

 

TTR has had a significant impact on Christ Church South Philly. Our members actively engage in the ministry 

through donating food to Hope House, attending training sessions, establishing relationships with the Hope 

House residents in their small group, leading Bible studies at Hope House and having dinners at Hope House on a 

regular basis. This has resulted in several noticeable areas of growth in our church. 

 

First, it has encouraged our faith as we see God working miracles right before our eyes. We have had numerous 

men who were living on the street, become saved, get sober and transition into active members of our 

community. Some of the men who had been estranged from their families have been able to reestablish 

relationships with parents and siblings. It has been particularly meaningful to see the men who are fathers be able 

to re-engage with their children. Our faith has been strengthened as we see God at work in ways that the world 

would deem impossible. This has made us even bolder in sharing our faith with our neighbors as we trust that 

God can, and is, working miracles of redemption every single day. 

 

Second, it has helped us all understand that addiction is a sin and is not isolated from other sins. It is easy to be 

judgmental towards those who struggle with addiction, but as we have gotten to know these people better we 

have found that their heart issues are the same as ours. We are learning that these individuals are not the terrible 

people as they often get represented as, but rather broken folks who need the healing of Christ just like us. We 

might act out on those issues in different ways, but at the core we are all struggling with similar sins. This has 

caused us to see how we all need to be daily dependent on our Savior. We have been humbled and filled with an 

increased desire to pursue holiness. 

 

Third, our TTR ministry has helped our church become more aware of the broken family systems that exist in our 

neighborhood. As a result, we have a commitment to seeking to be part of prevention efforts by reaching children 

and teens before they become addicted and offering support where there are risk factors for addiction. This past 

year our church launched an after school program at our local elementary school, new parent classes, domestic 

violence prevent training and increased our community access to the biblical counseling that our pastors provide. 

 

 

How did the project impact the neighborhood where the church is located? 

 

Before the launch of TTR there were no faith based recovery ministries in our zip code. We have been able to 

establish ourselves as a resource to our community. As a result of our efforts, the Philadelphia Department of 

Behavioral Health and Intellectual Disabilities (DBHIDS) has recognized us as the predominant recovery 

organization in South Philadelphia. TTR has now widely known by the community and the city officials as an 

important support for the city concerning addiction and mental health. Many behavioral health organizations in 

the city are relying on TTR as their outreach and training headquarters. For example, DBHIDS Peer Force outreach 

team is using TTR as their headquarters and office space to plan the outreach strategies. The Mental Health 

Association (MHA) is using TTR space to teach Mental Health first-Aid. The Counsel of SEPA is using TTR space to 

teach Certified Recovery Specialist trainings.  

 

This past October, TTR hosted a community voices town hall meeting that was led by the Mayor's commission on 

addiction and recovery and the Department of Behavioral Health and Intellectual Disabilities (DBHIDS). This 
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session brought in close to 100 people from the community who had concerns, inputs, and answers to the opioid 

crisis. We heard these voices and as a result have a follow up meeting in February to address these concerns and 

implement the answers going forward. 

 

Our impact on the community was made visible through the recent process we had to undergo to rezone the 

property for Hope House. The first steps to being properly zoned were to gain approval by the neighborhood 

community. There was a community meeting held and over 60 people came out to support us and testify to the 

difference we are making in the neighborhood. We received over 200 signatures of support from our local 

neighbors, as well as, recommendation letters from our local Councilman and our State Representative. It was 

incredible to hear their testimonials of how we have impacted the neighborhood in only a little less than two 

years since our founding. 

 

TTR was asked to join the South Philly Prevention Coalition (SPPC), which focuses on the prevention of drug use 

among the youth. Christ Church already has an impact with the youth through their youth engagement programs 

and classes. TTR was acknowledged as a leading recovery hub for addiction, so combining both our gifts made an 

impact to help the South Philadelphia neighborhoods with prevention education and services. 

 

Lastly, TTR has noticed more people from neighboring community drop in to hear more about our services. Some 

of these folks have family members who need help in which we reach out and support that help. Some become 

volunteers, and some get connected to the church, which is another opportunity to share the gospel. The drop ins 

and phone calls has doubled since the closing of 2018. There are many suffering from addiction in the city of 

Philadelphia and God has planted TTR to be available for them. “The suffering continues, but Faith is stronger.” 

 

 

What did you personally learn after 1 year of the ministry? 

 

TTR has a quote that we use for describing our position in guiding the individual to help. We say, “We do not work 
on sobriety, but a new creation, with a new identity, with a new purpose in Christ. When this is accomplished 

than a benefit naturally follows which is called sobriety.” I have personally learned that the power is in Gospelizing 

the person. By gospelizing I mean focusing on sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ with a person instead of trying to 

fix them. John 3:3 then 2 Corinthians 5:17 is the power of transformation and when a person is transformed their 

whole life is changed. This change has no need for the secular fix of counseling, programs, or worldly secular 

service. 

 

Strengthened Bible teaching has been another blessing that has been a gift from God. Our Disciple program has 

its foundation anchored in studying the bible. As a result preparation time before each bible study guided by the 

pastor has allowed for deeper theology knowledge and relying on the Holy Spirit. The Hope House men are not 

the only persons growing through the Bible teachings, the volunteers and staff are in spiritual growth as well. 

 

Proper accounting and budgeting has become the backbone to sustain the TTR organization. Through mistakes 

and trials our growth in maintaining proper budgeting increases. We now have a volunteer with experience who 

maintains the TTR books. As mentioned above we have monthly budgeting meetings and send monthly budgeting 

reports to the TTR board. Scheduling monthly meetings and reports has kept TTR accountable and leaves the staff 

open to implement new cost saving and revenue ideas. 
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Fundraising techniques are struggling, however the more involved we are raising dollars the stronger we get at 

this important charity event. TTR believes the importance of building relationships based on truth. Relationship 

building base of the truth of the gospel creates recurring donations. We have shared the gospel through are 

effects of developing relationships in order to create strong fundraising techniques. As a result TTR has a 

“Ministry Partner (MP)” program where friends commit to becoming a MP, which is a monthly reoccurring 

donation. 

 

 

In closing, Transformation to Recovery will continue to do the Lords work in South Philadelphia. This Ministry is a 

strong calling from the Lord with the Divine mission of sharing the Gospel. Addiction is just another tool the 

enemy uses to bring our brother and sisters in bondage. TTR is the tool God is using to break that bondage of 

addiction to become in slavery to the righteousness of the Lord.  

 

Thank you for this opportunity to share what the Lord has been doing. We appreciate your continued support and 

bless you in our Lord and Savior. 

 

In Christ, 

 

 

 
 

John K. Carlson 

Executive Director, Transformation to Recovery 

229 Moore Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148 

www.transformationtorecovery.com 

 

http://www.transformationtorecovery.com/

